
E-mails mostly between Jade Mortimer and Rob Stephenson related to the 
Meetinghouse windows. Non-relevant text removed; some corrections 
made. 
 
 
4 July 2007. Jade to Benjamin Moore 
 
Attached you will see two photos of a window project I completed 2-3 years ago. 
  
For restoration purposes, I remove all the glass, putty and paint finish to bare 
wood...apply one coat of 'nelsonite' a wood stabilizer and preservative, apply one 
coat of Benjamin Moore penetrating oil primer, install glass with Sterling Old Time 
putty (linseed oil base), apply Sterling 'prime it' primer over putty then apply two 
coats of Benjamin Moore 967 alkyd paint.  My shop is equipped with a 
dehumidifier and fans and is an excellent enviroment for painting and drying of 
the paint.  I always wait longer than the reccommened drying time before 
applying subsequent applications.  
  
it is my opinion that the paint has failed.  As you can see, there is a significant 
amount of mold/fungus growing on the paint surface.  I was told by the 
salesperson that the exterior paint contains a mildewcide.  The paint appears to 
be brittle and is breaking away from the glass and putty and the flat wood 
surfaces. 
  
All work was done in my shop prior to reinstallation on April 1-2, 2004, May 26, 
2004, September 30, 2004 and May 17, 2005.  As I pride myself on top quality 
work and the customer paid a substantial amount to restore these windows, I feel 
the paint should have offered a much longer life than is evident by the photos. 
  
_______________ 
 
5 July 2007. Benjamin Moore to Jade with some comments by Jade 
 
Let me start by addressing the mildew issue. Mold and mildew is not caused by 
paint.  It is a fungus that grows on many surfaces including paint. Mildew 
discoloration is prevalent in warm, moist exposures, but can occur in most 
climates. Mold and mildew spores are microscopic particles transported by the 
wind. Spores can remain dormant on a surface until conditions are favorable for 
growth. Mildew-contaminated surfaces in neighborhoods can supply spores for 
contamination of other homes in the area. Mildew usually looks similar to dirt 
accumulation. However, on some surfaces it may appear as dark spots, or be 
concentrated in clusters. Under magnification a web like pattern is visible. Mildew 
is usually black or gray in color, but can also be dull red or yellow.   
Mildew MUST be removed before painting. Painting over mildew guarantees its 



return. Mildew will grow through paint films rapidly, and correction will then 
require removal of the coating 

 Judging from your photos, I would say that your paint coating system failed, in 
part, due to the window glazing/putty not being allowed sufficient time to dry 
before applying a primer. It is quite evident that the putty continued to shrink after 
the primer and finish were applied.  

In my opinion, DAP '33' is the best stuff around. Sterling used to be a good 
choice but in recent years, I feel the quality has diminished. It used to be a small 
company but in recent years, it was bought up by Savogran. Savogran decided 
not to continue manufacturing old time putty after purchasing Sterling-Clark's 
product line...I ALWAYS let the puttied sash sit for a MINIMUM of two weeks in a 
warm dry shop prior to applied Sterling-Clark's prime it product which was 
available specifically for old time putty...I currently use a product called Sarco 
type M putty which will skin over sufficiently for priming in 3 -5 days.  one of the 
photos I sent was of the bottom rail of the sash where the paint had blistered and 
begun cracking in horizontal lines on the exterior face of the sash... 
  
I must say, I do not agree with your determination that the paint failed due to 
shrinkage of the putty.  I am sending two photos that I sent earlier but in a larger 
format.  Please note that the paint has failed at the glass and on the wood.... 
  
The glazing must be allowed to skin over and then dry/cure for at least 7 -14 days 
before you can prime and paint. The glass should be cleaned to remove all 
residual oil and dirt left behind by the old putty and paint. It is important that in 
priming and painting the glazing, the paint flows onto a small part of the glass to 
make a weather tight seal.  I began restoring windows 10 years ago...my first 
project was in Provincetown on Cape Cod which has its share of harsh weather 
and salty air...the sash have not been painted since and are in excellent 
condition...on that project I used old time putty and Ben Moore paint... 
 
Excerpt from alt.paint.repair website: 
It takes much longer for the compound to skin over enough to prime and paint. If 
you call DAP about it, they'll tell you that it takes a minimum of two weeks for it to 
skin over enough. My personal experience is that 2 weeks outdoors will form an 
adequate skin. I glazed some new windows around Christmas time (the sashes 
are in my basement), and 3 months later they still hadn't skinned over enough. 
When I primed/painted one of them, the paint developed cracks a day later. What 
I normally do is to prime/paint everything except the glazing, rehang the sashes, 
then wait a few weeks for them to skin over and then prime/paint the glazing with 
an artist's brush. 
 
Please let me know if you require any further assistance. 



What are your suggestions on remedying this situation?  My customer and I were 
hoping that Ben Moore would at least supply the paint to refinish the sash. 

Mark Lamborn Product Information Website Representative Benjamin Moore & 
Co.  Please send all email to: info@benjaminmoore.com Visit the Benjamin 
Moore® website: www.benjaminmoore.com 
 
_______________ 
 
6 July 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I sent the photos and a message to Benjamin Moore and have heard back from 
them...they are claiming that the putty was not allowed to skin over sufficiently 
prior to the paint begin applied--that is not true, of course... 
  
The first email I sent included very small photos so I resent them much 
larger...the paint, as you know, has failed on the wood as well...I suggested that 
we expected that bm would at least offer to supply the paint to remedy the failure 
that has come in 2-3 years...I'm not expecting much, but we shall see...I also 
requested suggestions for remedy... 
  
For my part, what I would like to offer is to spend at least one day painting the 
sash in place... 
 
_______________ 
 
6 July 2007. Rob to Jade 
 
We need to do some consolation here about the situation. I'll keep you informed. 
 
_______________ 
 
7 July 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I assume you meant 'consultation'.....I would prefer that you and I reach 
consensus on resolution rather than bringing in folks from the vis...we/I need to 
clean the sash with tsp and bleach to rid them of the mold...I have done some 
research on the mold issue and am assuming that the mold is not the cause of 
the paint failure but you can see where the  mold is growing and spreading to the 
putty where the paint has failed.... 
  
In my second message to Benjamin Moore (I received a response immediately to 
my first message and none to my second) I asked for suggestions to resolve the 
issue regardless of who or what is at fault...if they do not step up to the plate, rest 
assured, I will...... 



_______________ 
 
7 July 2007. Rob to Jade 
 
Whoops! Yes, consultation. VIS has nothing to do with this but the Town does so 
Janet and our Selectmen member will need to be briefed and perhaps someone 
from the State office as funding came through them. 
 
_______________ 
 
 
14 July 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I stopped in to see the guys where I buy my paint to get feedback from 
them....upon explaining the loss of sheen from the paint, it was agreed that 
soft/high gloss should maintain its sheen for many years and there's a possibility 
that the batch had a problem...I'm concerned that there was so much 
mold/mildew on all the sash but none that I recall on the building itself...I sent a 
second message to Benjamin Moore and have not heard back from them...the 
guys at my paint store asked for me to write down the sash/paint issues so they 
could forward it to their Benjamin Moore rep, they thought he would at least offer 
a couple of gallons of paint... 
  
I have a difficult time with problems like this because I do my research and take 
the time to follow the manufacturer's instructions...it's interesting too that the paint 
on the siding is failing after a short period of time.....Is that paint oil based as 
well?  Oil paint dries 'harder' than latex and when it fails at the end of its useful 
life, it often shows by cracking..... 
 
 
_______________ 
 
16 July 2007. Rob to Jade 
 
I heard back from Jim as you can see below. He raises at least two questions: 
The use of Nelsonite and whether latex should be used. I was wondering about 
the latter; whether in touching up the sash we should switch to latex? Two 
sashes could be touched up, one with latex and one with alkyd and compare the 
difference over a year or two.  
 
In any event absorb what Jim says and perhaps we can talk on the phone in a 
day or so. 
 
Rob 



 
  
We think highly of Jade Mortimer, and have recommended her for several 
window rehabilitation projects.  I therefore hope that we can get to the bottom of 
whatever is happening in Jaffrey. 
  
One possible explanation could involve the use of alkyd paint on the exterior of 
the building.  Our office has always recommended alkyd (or natural linseed oil) 
paints--please see the attached generic specifications. 
  
For several years, however, we have been hearing that alkyd paints are 
deteriorating in quality, largely due to changes or limitations on their 
manufacturer in the interest of limiting volatile organic compounds (VOCs) under 
the Clean Air Act.  We have been hearing that even the best alkyd paints are now 
inferior to the best quality of latex paints. 
  
Therefore, we have ceased to advise people that the must use alkyd or linseed-
oil paints on historic buildings.  Frankly, not being close to the paint industry, or to 
the painter's trade any more, I just don't know what to say about this purported 
deterioration in the quality of American alkyd paints. 
  
I have seen deterioration like this (usually worse) when widow sashes have been 
dipped in tanks of solvent to remove paint before being repainted.  In such 
wholesale stripping operations, solvent often remains in the wood un-neutralized, 
causing fairly rapid paint failure as the solvents leave the wood over time.  I 
presume that Jade simply removes paint from sashes by mechanical scraping 
and sanding. 
  
The only other anomaly in this work (to my mind) is the treatment of the sashes 
with Nelsonite prior to priming.  I am not familiar with Nelsonite, but have looked it 
up and found it to be a wood stabilizer that is used in some trades.  In its use in 
such applications as sealing pool cues against curving from changes in humidity, 
or in sealing wooden knife handles, Nelsonite is of course not intended to be 
painted.  
  
Do you know whether the manufacturer's specifications state that Nelsonite is 
compatible with exterior house paints and primers?  The appearance of the 
failure suggests a plane of cleavage between the paint layers and the wood or 
glazing compound, and I suppose that such a plane of cleavage might be caused 
by a substance that prevented the priming coat from striking into the wood. 
  
On the other hand, I assume that Nelsonite would not touch the glazing 
compound, and some of the most advanced paint failure is over glazing 
compound.  This brings me back to the question of whether the paint itself has 



the capacity to adhere to various substances and to "breathe" and flex 
during normal shrinkage and swelling of wood and glazing compound. 
  
I wish that I were better informed on the reported types of failure of modern alkyd 
paints.  My schedule is pretty brutal here at the office, but I'll see if I can locate 
any literature on the subject; this is, of course, the type of thing that paint 
manufacturers will go to some pains to suppress.  
  
As an experiment based strictly on what I have heard about alkyd paints, you 
could consider cleaning some of these sashes and window sills and repainting 
them in the highest quality latex paints, using whatever primer the manufacturer 
recommends under latex.  
  
If only we had known that this problem would manifest itself, it would have been 
interesting to paint some sashes in latex in 2004 or 2005 as an experimental 
control. 
  
I'm sorry that I have little more to offer on the question.  (I only wish that we could 
still get white lead and mix our own paints in linseed oil; we got endurance of 
over fifteen years with lead paint when we mixed and applied our own at 
Strawbery Banke in the early 1970s.) 
  
Please let me know whether you, your committee, and/or Jade have focused your 
suspicions on any of these factors in your own investigation of what's happening. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Jim 
James L. Garvin  State Architectural Historian  New Hampshire Division of 
Historical Resources  19 Pillsbury Street--2nd Floor  Concord, NH  03301-3570 
 603-271-6436  james.garvin@dcr.nh.gov 

  
From: Robert Stephenson [mailto:rs41@comcast.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2007 1:54 PM 
To: Garvin, James 
Subject: Jaffrey Meetinghouse paint 
 
Jim, 
 
This is the issue involving the Jaffrey Meetinghouse that I called about seeking 
guidance: 
 
As you know all the windows were restored ca. 3 years ago, most of the money 
coming from CLG and Mooseplate sources. Jade Mortimer did the work (also 



Temple). Last year Jade, when she was in Jaffrey to pick up the windows she's 
doing for the Village Improvement Society (Melville Academy), had a look with 
me at the Meetinghouse windows, mainly an inspection to make sure all was 
well. We notice some slight paint chipping. 
 
She was here again a couple of weeks ago and we had another look. The 
deterioration appeared more advanced. She agreed that the deterioration is more 
than one would expect for the length of time since the restoration. She thought it 
looked more like restored windows would look after 8 or 10 years. 
 
It appears that the glazing (putty) is not generally affected but that the paint 
(alkyd) is what's begining to chip (there are two coats). There is also occasional 
mildew (nowhere near as bad as on my house!) and the occcasional tiny crack in 
the paint on the rails. The interior surface (latex) is unaffected. 
 
Our 3 person Meetinghouse Committee (including myself) met yesterday and had 
a look. We agreed that it would be helpful and advisable to consult with you 
before getting back to Jade. She is willing to give us one day to do an on-site 
touch up. It's unclear how far that would take us. My view is that before doing 
anything we should be absolutely sure what the problem is. Perhaps there is no 
problem; just what one should expect. I say that because before hiring Jade we 
had Richard Pelletier of Historic Window and Door in Alstead (who did the last 
restoration many years ago) do a trial sash. This too is showing deterioration, 
even slighty worse.  
 
The windows Jade worked on were done in batches. All batches show some 
degree of deterioration. So too the second story windows. Although the 
deterioration is greatest on the horizontal glazed surfaces, it does occur in the 
vertical surfaces as well.  
 
Jade has sent the photos that I am attaching to this e-mail to Ben Moore and they 
have given an explanation which doesn't involve its product. Jade is adament 
that what they suggest is not so. (I won't say what that is so as not to color your 
judgment.) 
 
Details on the paint specs, etc., are: 
 
South facade. Removed 23-24 Jan 2004. Reinstalled 1-3 April 2004. 
West facade. Removed 1-3 April 2--4. Reinstalled 26 May 2004. 
East & 2 on north facade. Removed ? Reinstalled 30 Sept 2004. 
North facade. Removed 25, 27 January 2005. Reinstalled 17 May 2005. 
 
_______________ 
 



16 July 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I have been using an oil primer and a top quality acrylic latex finish paint for a 
number of years now...oil paints tend to dry hard and latex is more flexible and 
breathable...it's difficult to find house paint in oil nowadays, oil paint for trim is 
available but not tor the siding...a number of years ago progressive California 
began outlawing oil paints and the rest of the country is catching on...research 
and development is now focussed almost entirely on manufacturing improved 
acrylic products....the major paint companies have recently come out with a latex 
'no prime, one coat' paint--I don't trust it and of course it will be decades before 
we know how it holds up... I seem to recall that it was the folks over at historic 
harrisville that assisted with the specifications for this project and they called for 
alkyd paint to be used...I also recall having a discussion with you back then about 
the fact that I typically use latex for the finish paint... 
  
As with all new products that I use, I have had numerous conversations with the 
owner of the company that manufactures nelsonite....they do not have a website 
and a search will come up with the pool cue stabilizer....the owner claims that the 
product stabilizes and preserves the wood...though they do not market it as such, 
there have been tests done in the southern states on exterior door thresholds 
where it works well against the infiltration of termites...I have since stopped using 
the product because it is so toxic for my lungs.... 
  
I NEVER dip strip and don't encourage anyone to do such for the reasons Jim 
points out... 
   
I offered in one of my messages to spend at least one day and that I would hold 
up my end of the bargain...wherever the 'fault' lies, I wouldn't feel right having you 
spend another batch of money to paint these windows...the sash definitely need 
to be cleaned  and the mold eliminated prior to painting then dry 
sufficiently...could you and others wash the windows and I can come the 
following day or two and paint all the windows....exterior paints contain an 
amount of mildewcide that should work in your 'average' setting...I asked my 
paint guy if he thought I should have used additional mildewcide on this project 
and he said no....I think using latex on all but one test sash with oil makes sense 
to me...at this point, it may be september before I have a break in my schedule... 
  
_______________ 
 
11 October 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I have purchased a gallon of Duration paint (not available in quarts) and plan to 
paint the one Meetinghouse sash next week as I am just finishing up a large 
project... 



  
The paint we used on the Melville sash is Benjamin Moore but it is a metal and 
wood paint, much different than the paint we used on both the interior and 
exterior of the meeting house...We can switch to the latex version of the m&w 
paint but the sheen will be different...as long as the sash are on different sides of 
the building, I don't think anyone but you and I will know the difference...The 
question remains (in statement form) 'if it ain't broke, don't fix it'...or should we 
play it extra safe and change to latex?  I have used the m&w oil based paint on 
metal and have not had a problem...I think at this point it is about your comfort 
level... 
_______________ 
 
7 November 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I had originally planned to have the sample window cleaned and painted at this 
point....I was contacted by a rep of the xim company and have been in 
conversation with him about the Jaffrey sash paint failure...this company does not 
manufacture finish paints--only primers, bonders and paint additives... 
www.ximbonder.com 
  
After explaining the paint failure situation with him, he has suggested using 
Sherwin-Williams a-100 finish paint rather than Duration.  The company employs 
two former Sherwin-Williams chemists so it appears this would be the way to go 
at least on the test sash....i've already purchased the Duration--available only in 
gallons, but will purchase a quart of a-100 of the same color and sheen and go 
from there.... 
  
The primer/bonders are acrylic latex only......one more paint/covering change to 
wrap my mind around..... 
 
_______________ 
 
13 November 2007. Jade to Rob 
 
I think you are out of town (state and country), but want to keep you abreast of 
my research and conversations....just got off the phone with Linda Willette over at 
Historic Harrisville....I left a message for Fred O'connor so we could further 
discuss the issues at the Meetinghouse...Linda says they are now using acrylic 
finish paints rather than oil based.... 
 
_______________ 
 
21 November 2007. Jade to Rob 
 



I did speak briefly with Linda Willette and asked if she and Fred O'connor were 
still specifying oil finish on window sash...they have recently switched to acrylic...I 
gave her my number and asked for Fred to give me a call...that was last week 
and I haven't heard from him as yet... 
  
Fred has a background as a chemist so I thought it would be helpful to discuss 
the failed paint and resolution possibilities with him...I  mention a bonding primer 
manufactureed by X-I-M company to you...a new product for use specifically on 
window sash is just now being released and I am awaiting a sample of the 
product...the rep from the company suggested using Sherwin-Williams a-100 
acrylic finish rather than Duration..... 
  
I'd like to gather information from varying knowledgeable sources and then have 
a meeting of the minds to arrive at a solution... 
  
_______________ 
 
3 April 2008. Rob to Jade 
 
What I want to accomplish is to map out our logistics for the MH windows; 
Melville less of a concern although there are a few things that we should talk 
about. So I don't think it that can be accomplished in half an hour or so.  I thought 
we had agreed on doing something along these lines some time back. My 
intention is to bring my files, calendar, etc., and figure out who will do what and 
how and when between this spring and the end of the fall (and if need be next 
year too) and to reach some decision on materials as well. So I don't want us to 
to be hurried in this; if that's not possible tomorrow, then we will have to decide 
on another time when we can spend 1 or possibly up to 2 hours without 
interruption reviewing everything and getting something down on paper as to 
schedule and approach. 
 
I have an appointment at 10 tomorrow and was then planning on leaving for 
Hawley after lunch. 
_______________ 
 
4 April 2008. Jade to Rob 
 
What first needs to happen is a comprehensive repair outline for remedying the 
paint failure on the exterior of the sash.  I was hoping both Fred and Benjamin 
Moore would have suggestions and, with thier input and that of others, we could 
go forward. it was suggested by the folks at 'peel bond' that we scrape and 
sand any loose paint, apply a 'peel bond' product then top coat with a Sherwin 
Williams acrylic finish, but not Duration. the Sherwin Williams rep suggested we 
clean the sash and apply duration. I do not feel comfortable going forward or 



being responsible for making any final decisions on my own. I hope I have made 
it clear that I want to assist in a resolution and have invested time in meeting with 
the Sherwin Williams rep, attempting to speak with Fred, discussing the issue 
with paint contractors, the peel bond rep and seeking information on line.. 
  
For my part, I am willing to have one of my employees assist in the repair project 
at her hourly wage of $15.  My fee is typically $65 but I will charge $25 an hour to 
instruct and lead a volunteer or paid crew of your choosing and do hands on 
repair work myself...I can do this on a week or weekend day whichever works 
best for your local people.  
  
Once a repair plan has been agreed upon, if we have a crew of five people I think 
we can complete the project in about 20 hours which would could be split into 
three one day sessions...the project should be undertaken in a dry warm 
enviroment--perhaps inside the meeting house in September (working around 
local events calendar) with fans set up for air circulation and drop cloths on the 
floor...simple 2x4 easels could be constructed to lean up against the wall 
(properly protecting the wall)...each person would require a one inch paint brush, 
an apron, a small plastic container to hold paint from a gallon container and a roll 
of paper towel...at a central location, preferably outdoors, we could set up a 
brush cleaning area...this area would have containers of water (or mineral spirits) 
for rinsing, containers of water and simple green cleaner for washing, brush 
combs and brush spinners...at least two garbage cans and bags...two tables 
could be set up--one for supplies and one for snacks/lunch...I have brush combs, 
spnners and fans. . 
  
I will supply the putty at no cost and will need to complete that work at least one 
week prior to the work bee. one gallon of primer and finish paint split into 
separate smaller containers should be sufficient for the entire project...I can also 
supply the simple green and thinner for cleaning. 
  
Have you contacted the person who completed the test sash for feedback?  I 
wonder if he has ever come across this type of paint failure? 
  
so, in review, once there is a comprehensive repair plan in place, I feel 
comfortable replacing putty where necessary, setting up the logistics at the site, 
instructing the volunteers and overseeing the process... 
  
I hope that helps...why don't you give me a call at my home number 413-339-
5555. I have both my business and home phones in the shop but the home 
phone works better. . 
 
_______________ 
 



7 April 2008. Jade to Rob 
 
I know you sent a windows and pdf version of the Meetinghouse strategy but I 
only seem to have the pdf file saved and am unable to modify it with my notes... 
  
You have asked questions about the peel bond product which I cannot answer 
with any authority.  The number for xim peel bond is 800-262-8469...I suggest 
you pose your questions to a chemist/engineer directly...if I am going to spend 
time trying a product, I want to make sure that the company stands behind it in 
this particular application...I sent xim a sample of sarco putty (which I currently 
use) and was told the peel bond product worked well with it...a new product--trim 
magic--has been designed specifically for window sash, I would ask them about 
that too... 
  
As far as sequence is concerned...sash should be cleaned first...I spoke with a 
Benjamin Moore salesperson on saturday and asked for their suggestions for 
cleaning as I had concerns about bleach remaining in the wood and later 
leaching out and damaging the paint...he was rather noncommittal and 
suggested using a product called X-14 for killing the mold and cleaning the 
sash...another salesperson suggested that as long as the bleach is rinsed 
properly there should be no issue...I would suggest using a bleach/tsp solution 
for cleaning then thoroughly rinsing followed by 3-5 days of drying...again, I am 
not comfortable being the one calling all the shots on this.  
  
Once the sash are clean and dry, I would begin making repairs to the putty...putty 
needs up to 5 days of drying before applying a primer...the putty I use, sarco type 
m, is formulated to be applied in a controlled environment and not outdoors...for 
more information, you can contact Ed Sarsfield at 800-969-7889...painting can 
begin 24 hours after application of primer.  
  
  
It may be a good idea to do just 2 windows (4 sash) in my shop and see how 
they do over the summer and through the winter before investing time and money 
on 10 sash. ..would you be interested in doing one sash? 
 
 
_______________ 
 
10 April 2008. Jade to Rob 
 
As far as me being an 'expert' and doing research...I have worked my way 
around many issues in my tenure as a window restorer but I have never dealt 
with an issue of failed paint as in the case of the Meetinghouse windows...not 
having a chemist's background and relying on the varied feedback I have 



received, I am hesitant to go forward on my own...the rep from Sherwin-Williams 
suggested using 'Duration' paint, the rep from xim peel bond suggested I NOT 
use 'Duration'. Fred has viewed the sash but is unwilling to offer any 
feedback...we have both spoken with Jim Garvin about the paint failure and I 
have contacted Ben Moore about it...I have posed my question to professional 
painters on an online painter's forum...after all this, there is still no consensus...I 
don't know why the paint failed and so I cannot say with certainty what the 
appropriate solution is... 
  
In my earlier communications I offered my suggestions about schedule, products 
I use and who does what...I have also suggested doing two windows (4 sash) to 
see how they hold up over the window... 
  
I would like for the Meetinghouse Committee to know that though the paint failure 
is not due to the work that Heartwood rendered, I am willing to help to the extent 
that I can...I have offered to reduce my hourly fee by $40 per hour to $25 and 
have spent many unpaid hours--including a trip to Jaffrey specifically to meet with 
the paint sales rep--in search of a resolution to this unfortunate issue... 
  
I would like to hear from the gentleman who restored the 'test' window and his 
suggestions on how to remedy the paint failure.  
 
_______________ 
 
1 May 2009. Jade to Rob 
  
I have made numerous phone calls and sent many emails to paint companies 
and Fred and Linda at Historic Harrisville concerning the Meetinghouse windows, 
I have met with your Sherwin-Williams rep and your painter, I have done 
research on how best to resolve the paint failure issue...I have spent $50 on a 
gallon of paint for the Meetinghouse sash and I have discussed the possible 
resolution using volunteer help with you and read over your proposed schedule 
and given you feedback..I have been very clear about the fact that I do not want 
to be responsible for making the decisions on how to rectify the paint failure.  I 
have removed the the sash, the putty, bleached the mold, rinsed, reputtied, 
primed and painted (with added mildewcide) on one of the Meetinghouse sash 
and I have not asked for a penny. I have worked in all kinds of weather, put in 
long days at both Melville and the Meetinghouse and have made myself 
accessible. 
 
_______________ 
 
10 May 2009. Jade to Rob 
  



After working on the Meetinghouse sash, I am convinced that they should really 
be worked on in shop...  
  
We had originally sprayed and scrubbed with bleach then rinsed thoroughly...it 
was quite evident at that time that some or all of the putty should be removed...in 
a number of areas the paint had cracked on the flat of the stiles and rails...the 
entire exterior of the sash was primed and painted, not just the area where the 
putty is... 
  
I know this is an unfortunate situation for you and the village...I am willing to do 
the remaining work in my shop for a significantly discounted price if someone can 
remove the sash, install the plywood covers and reinstall the sash...that will 
reduce the cost and my time at the site... 
 
_______________ 
 
20 May 2009.  Rob to Jade 
 
 
As you know the Meetinghouse is a town building and any major work done there 
needs not only money but involvement of the Town Manager, etc., and has to be 
planned out more formally than the work at Melville. 
 
We can only work with the money we have in the trust fund now and what we add 
each year, recently $3,000 a year. The demands on this fund are primarily for 
painting and future roofing. So we probably couldn't re-do all the windows in one 
year and perhaps not in 2 or 3 either. 
 
As a first step, we will need at least a prelimnary proposal from you as to your 
price for this work, preferably on a per opening basis. If we can work with that, 
then we here will have to come up with a work sequence based on available or 
expected resources. At some later stage we would have to execute a more 
formal agreement detailing scope, specifications, payment details, etc. 
 
_______________ 
 
22 May 2009.  Rob to Jade 
 
We kept track of our time with the one sash set we removed and reworked.  On 
one, we removed failed putty and paint, sanded, primed, reputtied and applied 
two coats of water based Duration finish paint...total time, 4 hours. On the other 
sash, we removed all the putty, scraped and sanded the paint, primed (oil based) 
reputtied each pane and applied two coats of Duration paint. We added 
mildewcide to the finish paint....total time, 6 hours.  Our current hourly rate is $65. 



I am willing to do this work for $40 an hour and increase by 10% each year....to 
keep the cost to a minimum, I would ask that volunteers remove the sash and 
install the plywood inserts. 
  
i have taken some time to review the original paperwork for the meeting house 
window restoration project which began in 2004. My pricing has at least doubled 
since that time as I found my fees were significantly lower than other window 
restorers in the New England area. 


